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Abstract
A deque with heap order is a linear list of elements with real-valued keys which allows insertions and deletions of elements at both ends of the list. It also allows the ndmin (equivalently
ndmax) operation, which returns the element of least (greatest) key, but it does not allow a
general deletemin (deletemax) operation. Such a data structure is also called a mindeque (maxdeque). Whereas implementing mindeques in constant time per operation is a solved problem,
catenating mindeques in sublogarithmic time has until now remained open.
This paper provides an ecient implementation of catenable mindeques, yielding constant
amortized time per operation. The important algorithmic technique employed is an idea which
is best described as data structural bootstrapping: We abstract mindeques so that their elements
represent other mindeques, e ecting catenation while preserving heap order. The eciency of
the resulting data structure depends upon the complexity of a special case of path compression
which we prove requires linear time.
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Introduction

A deque with heap order is a linear list of elements with real-valued keys which allows insertions
and deletions of elements at both ends of the list. It also allows the ndmin (equivalently ndmax)
operation, which returns the element of least (greatest) key, but it does not allow a general deletemin
(deletemax) operation. Such a data structure is also called a mindeque (maxdeque). The restricted
access and lack of deletemin distinguish mindeques from general heaps and allow faster operation
times than do heaps. Gajewska and Tarjan [GT86] show how to implement mindeques with constant
time (amortized or worst-case) per operation; they leave open the problem of how to catenate
mindeques.
This paper provides an ecient implementation of catenable mindeques. The important algorithmic technique employed is an idea of Driscoll et al [DST91], which is best described as data structural
bootstrapping: The mindeques of Gajewska and Tarjan are abstracted so that their elements represent other mindeques, e ecting catenation while preserving heap order. In order to prove that the
resulting data structure achieves constant amortized time per operation, we consider order preserving
path compression. This is a generalization of special cases of path compression originally introduced
by Hart and Sharir [HS86] and subsequently analyzed by Loebl and Nesetril [LN88a, LN88b, LN89]
and Lucas [Luc90]. We prove a linear bound on deque ordered spine-only path compression, a case
of order preserving path compression employed by our data structure.
Our result is important in the following respects. It shows how the bootstrapping technique
of Driscoll et al, originally developed to create con uently persistent catenable lists, is in fact a
generally useful tool in the design of ecient data structures. Additionally, we not only unify the
special cases of path compression considered by Loebl and Nesetril and by Lucas, but we extend
their results to a more general case. Furthermore, we provide what we believe is the rst practical
application of this type of result.
Sections 2 and 3 of this paper describe our data structure for catenable mindeques, using the
bootstrapping technique of Driscoll et al. Sections 4 and 5 de ne and analyze deque ordered spineonly path compression, proving the linearity of this special case of path compression. These latter
sections are the more technically dicult of the paper. Finally, we conclude and o er some open
problems in Section 6.
2

Lists, Heap Order, and Catenation

Consider the following operations, to be performed on a linear list d of elements:
push(x; d) Insert x as the new rst element of d; the previous ith element becomes the (i +1)st.
pop(d)

Remove and return the rst element of d (or
element, for i  2, becomes the (i 0 1)st.

inject(x; d) Insert
eject(d)

x

; if

d

is empty); the previous ith

as the new last element of d.

Remove and return the last element of d (or ; if d is empty).

We assume the existence of a makelist operation that returns an initially empty list. If only
push and pop (or inject and eject) are allowed, d is a stack (formally a list of type stack). If only
push and eject (or inject and pop) are allowed, d is a queue. If all the operations are allowed, d is a
double ended queue, or deque. If both insertion operations but only one of the deletion operations are
allowed, d is an output restricted deque. Such data structures can easily be implemented by doublylinked (in some cases singly-linked) lists yielding O(1) worst case times for each of the allowed
operations [Tar83].
If each element in d has a real-valued key, we may also want to consider the following operation:
ndmin(d) Find and return an element of minimum key in

1

d

(or ; if d is empty).

Findmin does not modify the list itself. If d is a deque, then d together with ndmin is a
heap ordered deque or mindeque. Analogous data structures are obtained by adding ndmin to
stacks, queues, and output-restricted queues. A related data structure is the priority queue with
attrition [Sun89]. We can also consider the ndmax operation but will restrict ourselves without loss
of generality to ndmin for the remainder of this paper.
Finally, if d1 and d2 are lists of the same type and of size (number of elements) s1 and s2
respectively, then we de ne the following operation:
catenate(d1; d2) Add the elements of d2 to the back of d1 ; i.e., let the (s1 + i)th element of d1 be
the ith element of d2 for 1  i  s2 . The rst s1 elements of d1 are unchanged.
This operation destroys d2.

Catenating lists in O(1) time is straightforward; catenating heap ordered lists is more problematic. This paper demonstrates how to implement catenable heap ordered deques (or catenable
mindeques) eciently. In particular, our data structure performs n insertions (pushes and injects),
m deletions (pops and ejects), and q catenations, all intermixed on q + 1 catenable mindeques, in
total time O(n + m + q), such that ndmin always takes O(1) worst case time. Further, if q is xed,
each operation requires O(1) worst case time.
We remark that an equivalent formulation of the problem is to have the makelist operation take
an element as an argument and return a list of one element. Then, push and inject can be treated
as special cases of catenation. We choose the former suite of operations in order to distinguish
catenation as a special operation which complicates the implementation of mindeques.
2.1

Related Work and Applications

Queues with heap order (or minques) are useful in pagination [DF84, HL87, LH85, McC77] and
VLSI river routing [CS84]. Booth and Westbrook [BW90] use catenable minques in the sensitivity
analysis of minimum spanning trees, shortest path trees, and mininum cost network ow on planar
graphs. Larmore and Hirschberg [LH85] and Cole and Siegal [CS84] independently showed how to
implement minques in O(1) amortized time per operation [Tar85]. Gajewska and Tarjan [GT86]
modi ed their techniques to produce mindeques with O(1) time per operation; they give both
amortized and worst case solutions. Applications of mindeques include computing all pairs shortest
path information [Fre91] and external farthest neighbors for simple polygons [AAA+ 91]. Whereas
a simple extension of the previous minque techniques yields eciently catenable minques (again
O (1) amortized time per operation), Gajewska and Tarjan left as an open problem how to construct
eciently catenable mindeques. We address this problem.
2.2

Reviewing Heap Ordered Queues and Deques

For completeness, we begin by reviewing how to implement minques and mindeques. Identify the
head of a list (where the rst element sits) as the left end of the list and the tail as the right. A
minimum element of a list is an element of minimum key. To implement a minque d, maintain a
secondary list d0 of rightward minima. This list has as its rst element the minimum element x of
d; the second element is the minimum element of d to the right of x, and so on; see Figure 1a.
To pop an element from d, if the element is minimum, the new minimum element of d becomes
the element's successor in d0 (and that element becomes the new head of d0 |i.e. d0 is also popped).
Otherwise, no change to d0 takes place. To inject an element e of key k into d, consider the rightmost
element x of d0. If key(x) > k, eject x from d0 and continue the search with the new rightmost element
of d0 . Once the rightmost element of d0 is of lessor value than k, inject k into d0; note that k might
be the only element of d0 after this procedure. The ndmin operation on d is now implemented
by returning the head of d0. This is one possible implementation of the technique of [CS84, LH85],
yielding O(1) amortized time bounds for all the queue operations. We note the technique also
extends to implement heap ordered stacks, which will be used to create mindeques, as well as heap
ordered output restricted deques. Further, it is simple to add catenation to heap ordered queues,
stacks, and output restricted deques using the same idea.
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Figure 1: (a) A minque with minimum key 4. (b) A mindeque with minimum key 0; the center line
is the break point between the two stacks.
Gajewska and Tarjan [GT86] implement mindeques by representing them as two heap ordered
stacks, as in Figure 1b. When one stack is emptied, the mindeque is rebuilt such that the two stacks
di er in size by no more than one. The ndmin operation returns the minimum of the minimum
elements in the left and right stacks. By gradually rebuilding the stacks concurrently with the deque
operations, they achieve O(1) worst case time per operation. Using two stacks, however, does not
allow the easy implementation of catenation that is possible with minques.
3

Data Structural Bootstrapping

and Catenable Minde-

ques

We employ a technique of Driscoll et al [DST91] to bootstrap the mindeques and allow their ecient
catenation. We wish to implement a catenable mindeque d; call the elements of d basic elements.
We freely interchange the notion of elements and their keys (e.g. x > y for two elements x and y
implies that the key of x is greater than the key of y).
Our data structure D is itself a mindeque. Each element of D consists of a basic element of d
combined with a pointer. For an element x of D, let e be x's basic element and p x's pointer. If
p = ;, then e is a basic element of d; in this case we call x a d-element of D . Otherwise, e is the
minimum basic element of a mindeque to which p points. This other mindeque has the same type
of elements as does D, and the structure is recursive; the minimum element of D thus contains the
minimum basic element in all the mindeques which D subtends. The d-elements of D occur in a
natural left-to-right order which can be enumerated by recursively visiting each element from head
to tail in D, listing d-elements as they are encountered. The resulting ordered list of d-elements
corresponds to the basic elements in order in the catenable mindeque d we are implementing.
In this fashion, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of D and the nodes
of a heap ordered tree; see Figures 2a and 2b. In the tree, the leaves represent d-elements of D
and hence basic elements of d, and we maintain a heap invariant on the tree: The non-leaf (or
internal) nodes contain the lowest values among their children. The internal nodes are precisely
those elements of D and its subtended mindeques which are not d-elements. The leaves in the tree
also have a natural left-to-right order, corresponding to that on the d-elements of D.
The concept of representing a heap ordered linear list of items by exploiting the induced left-toright order of the leaves in a normal heap ordered tree arises in the pagodas of Francon et al [FVV78].
Similar data structures are the Cartesian tree [Vui80] and the treap [AS89]. These maintain one
tree under both symmetric and heap orders (on two distinct keys per node). If the symmetrically
ordered key represents the node's position in a linear list, the data structure supports heap ordered
list access operations. The idea of bootstrapping mindeques to implement catenable mindeques
in the above recursive fashion generalizes the technique of Kosaraju [Kos79], by which he designs
catenable deques (not heap ordered) by decomposing the deques into contiguous pieces and storing
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Figure 2: (a) A heap ordered tree. (b) The corresponding catenable mindeque; boxes surround
mindeques, the minimum values of which are elements in the parent mindeque. (c) The tree of (a)
after a left pull. (d) The corresponding catenable mindeque.
those pieces in a stack. His data structure can be extended to maintain heap order, but it only
accommodates a xed number of deques. Driscoll et al [DST91] bootstrap fully persistent lists to
implement con uently persistent catenable lists.
3.1

The

Pull

Operation

We now de ne a left pull operation on the heap ordered tree T similar to the pull operation
of [DST91]. If the leftmost child x of the root of T is a leaf, a left pull on T does nothing. Otherwise,
a left pull on T removes the leftmost child x0 from x and makes x0 the new leftmost child of T ; if x is
now a leaf, it is deleted. See Figure 2c for an example. The heap invariant of the tree is maintained
by making each internal node contain the lowest key of its children. We de ne a right pull on T
symmetrically. Both pull operations preserve the left-to-right order of the leaves of T .
A left pull is now extended to the data structure D as follows: If the rst element x of D is a
d-element (has a ; pointer), a left pull on D does nothing. Otherwise, pop D , returning x. Denote
by d(x) the mindeque to which x's pointer points. Pop d(x), returning x0 . If d(x) is still nonempty, push x back onto D; x's pointer still points to d(x), but popping d(x) may change x's basic
element (the minimum basic element of d(x)). Then push x0 onto D. A right pull on D is de ned
symmetrically. Since we use only mindeque operations to implement pulls on D, the minimum values
of all the mindeques, in particular that of D, are maintained correctly. The popping and repushing
of x is executed precisely to maintain the correct minimum values; i.e. if x0 is the minimum element
of x, then popping x0 from x and pushing it onto D necessitates changing the minima lists of D,
which is e ected by the popping and pushing of x before the pushing of x0 . Figure 2d shows the
result of a left pull on D. Again, the pull operations preserve the left-to-right order of the d-elements
of D.
It is now straightforward to implement the catenable mindeque operations on d as follows. We
assume that the makelist operation returns an empty mindeque D.
push(x; d)

Create element x~ of basic element x and pointer ;. Push x~ onto D.

pop(d)

Repeatedly left pull D until its head element is a d-element. Then pop D; this
returns an element x~. Return the basic element x of x~.

inject(x; d)

Symmetric to push.
4

eject(d)

Symmetric to pop.

ndmin(d)

Return the basic element in the minimum element of D.
catenate(d1 ; d2) For i 2 f1; 2g, let D~i be an element containing the basic element in the minimum element of Di and a pointer to Di . Push D~1 onto D2 ; equivalently, we
could inject D~2 into D1 .
That D correctly simulates d is easily provable by induction on the number of operations.
3.2

Time Analysis

We now state:

Theorem 3.1 An intermixed set of n insertions, m deletions, and q catenations on q + 1 catenable
mindeques takes total time O(n + m + q) such that ndmin always takes O(1) worst case time.

Proof:

We rst note that push (inject) requires a constant amount of time to prepare the element
(from the given basic element and a ; pointer) in addition to one \real" mindeque push (inject). If
we use the Gajewska-Tarjan mindeques [GT86] (in this and what follows, either the amortized or
worst case solution they o er suces), each real mindeque operation takes O(1) time. Similarly, each
catenation also entails one real push or inject in addition to some constant preprocessing time. Each
deletion entails some number of pulls, each of which requires a constant number of real mindeque
operations, plus one nal real pop or eject.
If we consider the corresponding heap ordered tree, we see that the set of insertions, catenations,
and deletions maps to an instance of disjoint set union [TvL84]. In particular, the insertions and
catenations correspond to unions and the deletions to nds on the elements which are eventually
deleted. That is, a sequence of pulls e ects a path compression. Further, note that the path
compressions are all spine compressions. This notion will be de ned in detail in Section 4; brie y,
each compression involves a path of only leftmost children (or only rightmost children) of their
parents. Theorem 5.4 will prove the linearity of these path compressions. It is unnecessary to
maintain the set trees in a balanced fashion (e.g., doing unions by size or rank).
Findmin is performed by one real mindeque ndmin, which takes O(1) worst case time.

aa
a

a

Note that if q = O(1), that is if there is only a constant number of mindeques to be catenated,
our data structure implements all the operations in O(1) time each. Thus our structure uni es
the general problem with this special case mentioned in [GT86], which they solved by using the
techniques of Kosaraju [Kos79].

Corollary 3.2 An intermixed sequence of insertions, catenations, deletions, and ndmins can be
performed on a xed number of catenable mindeques in

Proof:
4

O

(1) worst case time per operation.

If q = O(1) each sequence of pulls is of constant length.

a
a
a

a

Path Compression

In this section, we introduce some de nitions necessary to the analysis of our special case of path
compression. Initially, we have a tree T with n nodes (and n 0 1 edges). An edge (u; v) connects
node u with its parent v in the tree; we say that p(u) = v in T . Each node except for the root of
the tree has precisely one edge joining it to its parent. The parent pointers de ne a path from x to
the root of T in the natural way. A node x is a descendant of a node y if y lies on the path from
x to the root of the tree; symmetrically, y is an ancestor of x. Note that x is both an ancestor and
a descendant of itself. A proper ancestor (descendant) of x is an ancestor (descendant) y of x such
that y 6= x.
A path compression from x0 on a tree T is a sequence of nodes C = (x0 ; : : : ; xl ) such that l > 0
and p(xi) = xi+1 in T for 0  i < l. Its e ect is to update the parents of the nodes along the path,
making them all point to xl , the root of the compression:
5



( i)

p x

l 0  i < l.

x ;

We say that the compression C roots at xl ; further, xi for 0  i < l is a non-root node of the path
compression. The cost of C is jC j = l.
If C = (x0 ) and x0 is a leaf node, i.e. a node with no children, then C is a leaf deletion; the e ect
of C is to remove x from T . In this case the cost of C is jC j = 1. A sequence of path compressions on
T = T0 is a sequence (C1 ; : : : ; Cm ) such that Ci is a path compression or a leaf deletion on Ti01 and
the result of Ci applied to Ti01 is Ti . The cost of a sequence of path compressions on T is ti=1 jCij.
We now de ne the Rising Roots Condition [Luc90], which will link the notion of path compressions
above with the well known union and nd operations used in the disjoint set union problem (see,
e.g., [TvL84]).

P

De nition 4.1 (Rising Roots Condition) A sequence of path compressions (C1; : : : ; Cm) satis-

es the Rising Roots Condition if and only if for every node x, if x appears as a non-root node in
any compression Ci, then for every j > i, x appears as a non-root node in Cj if Cj is a compression
from y and y is a descendant of x in Tj 01.

The Rising Roots Condition tells us precisely when a sequence of path compressions on some
initial tree corresponds to an intermixed sequence of unions, nds, and leaf deletions:

Lemma 4.2 A sequence of path compressions (on an initial tree) satisfying the Rising Roots Con-

dition corresponds to some sequence of intermixed union, nd, and leaf deletion operations. Conversely, a sequence of intermixed union, nd, and leaf deletion operations corresponds to some sequence of path compressions satisfying the Rising Roots Condition.

Proof:

a
a

See [Luc90, Lemma 1].

a

a

The correspondence above is straightforward. The roots of the compressions in the path compression sequence are the roots of the nds in the union- nd instance, and vice-versa. This correspondence can be used to simplify the analysis of disjoint set union instances by assuming that all
the unions are done before the rst nd. Any result for a class of path compressions satisfying the
Rising Roots Condition maps to a result for a class of disjoint set union problems.
We now introduce the notion of order to restrict the path compression sequences we shall consider.
Given a tree T , embed T in the plane, yielding a left-to-right order on the children of each node.
The nearest common ancestor of two nodes x and y (nca(x; y)) is the deepest node z in T such that
z is an ancestor of both x and y . For x a proper descendant of z , let cx (z ) be the child of z that is
an ancestor of x; note that cx (z ) might equal x. We de ne a partial order on T as follows: For any
pair of nodes x and y, if z = nca(x; y) and z 62 fx; yg, then x <1 y if cx(z ) is to the left of cy (z ).

De nition 4.3 A path compression on a tree T which yields a tree T 0 is order preserving if x <1 y in
T =) x <
1 y in T 0 . A leaf deletion is always taken to be order preserving. A sequence (C1; : : : ; Cm )
of path compressions on

T0

is order preserving if Ci is order preserving for 1  i  m.

Note that as there is in general more than one way to e ect a path compression (in terms of
the left-to-right order of the newly acquired children of the root of the compression), De nition 4.3
depends upon the actual implementation of the path compressions involved. We assume for simplicity
that a compression is e ected in an order preserving way if it can be. We now describe exactly when
a path compression (sequence) is order preserving.

Lemma 4.4 A path compression (x0; : : : ; xl ) is order preserving if and only if xi is the leftmost or
rightmost child of xi+1 for 0  i < l 0 1.

Proof: First note that the last non-root node in the compression need not be an extremal (leftmost
or rightmost) child of its parent; only the nodes whose parents change need be.
Now, assume that xi is an extremal child of xi+1 for 0  i < l 0 1. Then we can e ect the path
compression top-down in an order preserving way as follows: If xl02 is the leftmost (rightmost) child
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Figure 3: (a) An order preserving path compression; triangles denote subtrees. (b) A path compression which cannot be order preserving; x must become either left of Tl or right of Tr .
of xl01 , and y is the rightmost (leftmost) sibling to the left (right) of xl01 , make xl02 a new child
of xl in between y and xl01 ; y might be nil. Continue in this fashion down to x0 ; see Figure 3a.
On the other hand, let j < l 0 1 be such that xj is not an extremal child of xj +1. Let L be any
left sibling of xj and R be any right sibling of xj . Before the compression we have L <1 xj <1 R.
However, if xj becomes a left sibling of xj +1 during the compression, then after the compression we
have xj <1 L; similarly, if xj becomes a right sibling of xj +1, then after the compression we have
R <
1 xj . See Figure 3b.

a
a
a

a

Note that an only child, i.e. a node with no siblings, quali es as both a leftmost and a rightmost
child of its parent. Now consider a postorder (preorder) assigned to the nodes of a tree. In this
paper we consider a restricted case of order preserving path compression:

De nition 4.5 A path compression (x0 ; : : : ; xl ) is a left-spine compression (right-spine compres-

sion) if xi is the leftmost (rightmost) child of xi+1 for 0  i < l 0 1 and the compression preserves
the postorder (preorder) of the tree. A sequence of path compressions is a sequence of spine-only path
compressions if each path compression in the sequence is a left-spine compression or a right-spine
compression.
Clearly left- and right-spine compressions are order preserving. Lucas [Luc90] proves that a
sequence of left-spine path compressions done in postorder and satisfying the Rising Roots Condition
requires linear time; i.e., given an initially postordered tree, each node, in postorder, is the subject
of one left-spine path compression and is then deleted. Loebl and Nesetril [LN88a, LN88b, LN89]
prove the linearity of a more general problem: that of a sequence of left-spine path compressions
satisfying the Rising Roots Condition; they refer to this as a local postorder. These works derive
from an open problem of Hart and Sharir [HS86]: What is the complexity of a sequence of path
compressions done in postorder? I.e., the Hart-Sharir open problem does not require the Rising
Roots Condition. Both the Lucas and the Loebl-Nesetril problems are special cases of this problem.
We now introduce a more general order of the path compressions than that of either Lucas or
Loebl and Nesetril. Let T (v) be the subtree rooted at v just before the rst path compression which
changes p(v), and let Tx(v) be the subtree of T (v) rooted at x for some child x of v in T (v).

De nition 4.6 An order preserving sequence of path compressions is a deque ordered sequence if
and only if for any v with two children x and y in T (v) such that x <1 y the following is true: If
the rst path compression C 0 that orders v and y results in y <1 v, then all path compressions from
nodes in Tx(v) precede C 0; otherwise, if the rst path compression C 00 that orders v and x results in
v <
1 x, then all path compressions from nodes in Ty(v) precede C 00.

7

It is important to note that De nition 4.6 refers to nodes in a tree, e.g. Tx(v) , with respect to
v
T
. I.e., the actual compressions may take place from nodes which at that time are no longer
descendants of x (or v).
In the next section we prove our main result, namely that a deque ordered sequence of spine-only
path compressions that satis es the Rising Roots Condition requires at most linear time.
( )

5

Linearity of Deque Ordered Spine-Only Compression

We unfortunately nd it necessary to divide the following de nitions into two separate cases to
handle di erently what happens to the left and to the right of various nodes. Let pi (v) be the parent
of v in Ti . For some path compression sequence (C1; : : : ; Cm ) on T0 and a node v, we call Ci a left
compression with respect to v if
1.

C

i starts from a node

2.

C

x

which is a descendant of v in T0 ;

i is a left-spine compression.

We de ne a right compression with respect to v symmetrically by replacing (2) above with (2) Ci is a
right-spine compression. Note that x may not be a descendant of v at the time the path compression
occurs. Let highL (v) be the shallowest node w which is a proper ancestor of v in T0 and which is the
root of a left compression with respect to v; if there is no such path compression, then highL (v) = ;.
Symmetrically, let highR (v) be the shallowest node w which is a proper ancestor of v in T0 and
which is the root of a right compression with respect to v; highR (v) = ; if no such compression
exists. Again, it is critical to realize that the compression may not be from a descendant of v at the
time.
Letting levelL (;) = levelR (;) = 01, we now de ne:
L (v) = levelL (highL (v)) + 1
= min fi j v is not a proper descendant of highL (v) in Ti g
lastL (v )

level

R (v) = levelR (highR (v)) + 1
lastR (v )
= min fi j v is not a proper descendant of highR (v) in Ti g

level

To make lastL and lastR well-de ned, we say that v is never a descendant of ;. The de nition of
levelL and levelR is static; they are de ned purely with respect to the initial tree and the sequence of
path compressions. A left level de ning descendant of v is a descendant (if one exists) x of v in T0 such
that a left compression with respect to v from x roots at highL (v); we call the actual compression a
left level de ning compression of v. Symmetrically de ne a right level de ning descendant and right
level de ning compression of v.
We now prove a set of technical lemmas that localize the compressions a ecting a vertex to one
or two left levels and one or two right levels adjacent to those of the vertex. Again we let p(v) (pi (v))
be the parent of v (in Ti ) (for v not the root), and cx (v) be the child of v which is an ancestor of x
if x is a proper descendant of v.

Lemma 5.1 In a path compression sequence (C1; : : : ; Cm ) on T0 , for any node v:
1. for any 0  i < lastL (v),

2. for any 0  i < lastR (v),

L (v)  levelL (pi (v));

level

R (v)  levelR (pi (v)).

level

Proof: We prove the lemma for (1); the proof for (2) is symmetric. In T0 , consider any root-to-leaf
path partitioned by nodes of levelL 0. We use induction on the length of each partitioned subpath.
The base case is the head r of the path; levelL (r) = 0. Note that levelL (r) = 0 , highL (r) = ; ,
lastL (r ) = 0; the claim for the base case is thus vacuous.
For a node v such that levelL (v) > 0 and r is the nearest ancestor of v such that levelL (r) = 0,
let x be a left level de ning descendant of v. Any left compression with respect to v from x is also a
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left compression with respect to p0(v) from x. Thus, if highL (v) = r then highL (y) = r for every y
such that y is an ancestor of v and a proper descendant of r in T0 . (No left compression with respect
to r may root at a proper ancestor of r, since levelL (r) = 0.) By the de nition of levelL and the
induction hypothesis levelL (v)  levelL (p0(v)). On the other hand, if highL (v) 6= r then highL (v)
is a descendant of highL (p0 (v)) in T0 . Both highL (v) and highL (p0 (v)) are descendants of r in T0.
So again, by the de nition of levelL and the induction hypothesis levelL (v)  levelL (p0 (v)).
For a node v in Ti such that 0 < i < lastL (v), by de nition v is a proper descendant of highL (v)
in Ti . By the above proof of monotonicity, it is still the case that levelL (v)  levelL (pi (v)).
Leaf deletions trivially preserve the property.

a
a
a

a

Lemma 5.2 In a path compression sequence (C1; : : : ; Cm) on T0 , for any node v not the root of T0 :
L (p(v)) changes at most once during compressions

C1

through ClastL (v)01;

R (p(v)) changes at most once during compressions

C1

through ClastR (v)01.

1.

level

2.

level

Proof: Again we prove the Lemma for (1); the proof for (2) is symmetric. Let levelL (v) = l.
Via the path compression sequence, v becomes a child of higher and higher nodes on the initial
path from v to the root of T0 . By Lemma 5.1, levelL (p(v)) never increases during compressions
C1 through ClastL (v )01 . However, by de nition the highest node that becomes p(v ) during these
compressions is of levelL not less than l 0 1. Assuming lastL (v) > 0, Lemma 5.1 states that
levelL (p0 (v ))  levelL (v ), and therefore levelL (p(v )) can change only once, from l to l 0 1, during
compressions C1 through ClastL(v)01 .

a
a
a

a

Note that Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 are completely general; they apply to any sequence of path
compressions. We have not yet used the Rising Roots Condition, spine-only compression, or deque
order. The following lemma is critical to the counting argument used in the proof of Theorem 5.4, and
it is here that we rely upon these conditions. We use the notation T (v) and Tx(v) as in De nition 4.6.

Lemma 5.3 In a deque ordered sequence (C1; : : : ; Cm ) of spine-only path compressions satisfying
the Rising Roots Condition, any node v can be in at most one compression of each of the following
types:
1. (a) The compression is a left-spine compression from a proper descendant
(b) levelL (cx (v)) = levelL (v) = levelL (p(v)) before the compression; and
(c) p(v) changes during the compression, but levelL (p(v)) does not.

x

2. (a) The compression is a right-spine compression from a proper descendant
(b) levelR (cx (v)) = levelR (v) = levelR (p(v)) before the compression; and
(c) p(v) changes during the compression, but levelR (p(v)) does not.

of v;

x

of v;

Proof: Again we prove the Lemma for (1); the proof for (2) is symmetric. Let l = levelL (v).
Consider the children of v in T (v) ; by the Rising Roots Condition v can acquire no more children.
Further, each compression as speci ed in the lemma removes a child from v. Now, if v has more
than one child of levelL l just before the rst such compression, consider any two such children x
and y such that x <1 y. Let x0 be a left level de ning descendant of x. Note that x0 is a node in
(v )
T
; by order preservation, cx (v) <1 y in T (v) .
Consider the rst compression Ci that orders y and v. If Ci makes y <1 v (i.e., is a left-spine
compression), then by De nition 4.6 all the compressions from nodes in Tc(xv)(v) must precede Ci. In
particular, the left level de ning compression from x0, rooting at a levelL l 0 1 node, must occur
before Ci . By the Rising Roots Condition, Ci must therefore root at a node of levelL no greater
than l 0 1, and thus levelL (p(v)) changes during Ci . From that point until compression ClastL (v),
levelL (v ) 6= levelL (p(v )), completing the proof. Note that i < lastL (v ).
0

0

a
a
a

We can now prove our main result:
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a

xk
xk-1

xb+1
xb
xk

xb-1

x1
x0
x0

x1

xb-1 xb

(a)

xb+1

xk-1

(b)

Figure 4: (a) A left-spine (incident subtrees not shown); circles are nodes of
are nodes of levelL l 0 1. (b) After compressing the path of (a).

L l, and squares

level

Theorem 5.4 Any deque ordered sequence (C1; : : : ; Cm) of

m spine-only path compressions (and
intermixed leaf deletions) satisfying the Rising Roots Condition on an initial tree of n nodes incurs
cost at most 3m + 4n.

Proof: Consider any left-spine path compression C = (x0; : : : ; xk ). Using the de nition of levelL
from before, the de nition together with Lemma 5.1 shows that there is some b and l such that
levelL (xi ) = l for 0  i  b, and levelL (xi ) = l 0 1 for b < i  k . If all the nodes on the path
compression are of the same levelL , we say that b = 01. See Figure 4a.
Whereas before the compression, p(xi) = xi+1 for 0  i < k, after the compression p(xi) = xk for
0  i < k. Each node xi for 0  i < b has the levelL of its parent change, which by Lemma 5.2 can
happen only once per node; we therefore charge each of these pointer changes to the nodes themselves.
Further, for all nodes xi for b + 1 < i < k 0 1, xi is involved in the one type (1) compression allowed
by Lemma 5.3. Again, the related charges are incurred against the nodes themselves. Symmetric
charges can be made against the nodes for a right-spine compression. The remaining charges, those
for nodes xb (if it exists), xb+1, and xk01, are incurred against the compression itself. See Figure 4b.
Since leaf deletions take unit time, the bound follows.

a
a
a

a

It is not hard to see that the data structure of Section 3 employs a deque ordered sequence of
spine-only path compressions satisfying the Rising Roots Condition. Thus, Theorem 5.4 completes
the proof of Theorem 3.1. We again mention that the initial tree T0 need not be balanced.
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Conclusion and Open Problems

We have described how to implement catenable heap ordered double ended queues in constant
amortized time per operation (worst case if the number of queues is xed). The important pieces of
our work are the use of the bootstrapping technique of Driscoll et al [DST91] in designing the data
structure and the analysis of deque ordered spine-only path compression in proving its eciency. In
particular, our path compression result generalizes the work of Loebl and Nesetril [LN88a, LN88b,
LN89] and of Lucas [Luc90] and provides what we believe is the rst application for such results.
We leave the following open problems. First, is there an implementation of catenable mindeques
that achieves constant worst case time per operation (for an arbitrary number of deques)? Also, is
10

there a linear time implementation of catenable mindeques that does not involve the bootstrapping
technique and path compression?
Data structural bootstrapping holds promise as a general tool for designing data structures
with some sort of join operation together with a property secondary to the original data structure.
Driscoll et al [DST91] use it to e ect persistence in catenable lists; we employ it to e ect heap
order in catenable deques. Work on formalizing this method and nding further applications seems
worthwhile.
The Hart-Sharir [HS86] open problem of postorder path compression without the Rising Roots
Condition remains tantalizingly open. As an intermediate step towards solving this problem, we
suggest considering general order preserving deque ordered path compression (with Rising Roots).
This in itself presents subtle problems not encountered when analyzing spine-only compression.
Removing the Rising Roots Condition and/or the notion of some order of the path compressions
seems much more dicult.
7
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